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Automated Bio-Tuning® Manual

This manual will be divided into four primary sections: 1). First Visit / New Patients/Clients, 2). All
Sessions after the first. 3). Recording the Voice. 4). Sessions After Voice Recorded.

Upon booting up the computer you will see the CNR Logo Screen and the Automated Bio-Tuning Icon
for the program. Clicking this icon (See above) will boot up the Integrated Automated Bio-Tuning -Heart Rate Variability program (See below).
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As seen above, I have labeled three icons at the bottom of the window as “C, B, A”. Clicking any of these
will toggle shrinking or maximizing its associated screen.
“A”: Toggles the main Automated Bio-Tuning Screen in the upper left corner.
“B”: Toggles the Heart Rate Variability screen.
“C”: is the main link program (CNR Test) that connects the Automated Bio-Tuning Screen with the HRV
Screen and must never be turned off. If you reduce “A” and “B”, you can see it, usually hidden in the
background (See below). It operates unseen in the background.
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SECTION 1: First Visit / NEW PATIENTS/CLIENTS.
1). Boot up the main Bio-Tuning Program icon from the desktop to get the main Bio-Tuning Screen.

2). Type in the new Patient’s/Client’s name in the “name” window of the Auto Bio-Tuning program
window in upper left corner (See below).
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3). Click the “Sweep Control” tab to open the Sound Sweep Control window (See below).

You are now prepped to begin the Patient/Client HRV / Sound Sweep which we use to find the
Patient’s/Client’s Fundamental Frequency that helps to re-establish Homeostasis in the Autonomic
Nervous System. You will notice that the Sweep Window already has some numbers in the windows.
This is because the Sound Sweep is a Sine Wave that begins at Middle C and sweeps through two octaves
(50 Hz – 200 Hz). So, the numbers in the windows (See below) are the frequency of Middle C: 261.626 in
the 4th octave, with zero cents tuning.

4). Plug in the RT-HRV Device into a USB of the Laptop.
5). Place HRV Sensors on Patient/Client.
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6). Click the “Select Client” Button on the HRV program (See below).

7). Choose “New”, then enter Patient’s/Client’s initials, name, birthdate (See below).

This is the minimum that must be filled in for the HRV program to continue. There is no need to fill in the
address or phone numbers, since these should already be in the Patient/Client record. Click the “OK”
button.
8). Click the “RUN Session” button to begin the HRV program (See below). This program collects
information for Two Minutes before it pops up the HRV LIVE screens. Watch for the Heart Rate trace to
appear in the HR window. This arms the Record Button which will turn the button red. As soon as the
button turns red, click the RECORD button on the HRV to begin recording the HRV data.
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(This window shows the HR window with the Heart Rate trace and the Record Button.)
When you choose to enter a Patient’s/Client’s name and data, etc., the Auto-Bio-Tuning window
minimalized. Now click the Bio-Tuning icon at the bottom to bring it back (Refer to the “A” icon as seen
in the screen shot on page 2.)
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9). Start the Bio-Tuning Sound Sweep by pressing the Green Play Button (See below) after you wait for
2 minutes for the HRV screens to pop up. (The Green Play button will turn BLUE.) The starting sweep
frequency will change to 50 Hz / G / 1 / 35 (The sweep goes from 50 Hz – 200 Hz in a loop).

You are watching for the Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) Sympathetic (Blue) and Parasympathetic
(Green) to make a Zero Crossing Point. This represents the Homeostasis Moment of the ANS which has
been primed by the specific frequency playing at that moment. (See below).
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This frequency will be automatically captured by the Bio-Tuning Program and be displayed in the BioTuning program window (See below). This will show the Frequency, Note, Octave and Cent Tuning.
Once you have the crossover frequency captured, stop the session by pushing the Red Button.

As you watch the Sympathetic / Parasympathetic traces moving, they may come close then veer away,
then come closer a few times before they cross over. The program is designed to continually reset to the
closest approach of the Sympathetic / Parasympathetic traces both to show you that the program is
actively “watching” and also in case this Patient/Client cannot reach a Homeostasis crossover. If they
cannot reach a crossover, the program will have recorded the closest they were able to come to a
crossover….that gives you a frequency with which you will micro-tune to make exact.
Note: you can manually mark a point in the sound sweep by pressing the Blue + Button. Be aware: this
will overwrite the previous identified crossover point, however.
Once you have the Crossover Frequency captured, shrink the Bio-Tuning window, Stop the HRV
Program (Click the Stop Button), choose “Yes” in the drop-down window, then “Save” Patient/Client
sweep data, Then Restore the Bio-Tuning Window and stop the sound sweep using the red Stop button.
Write the Patient/Client’s Fundamental Frequency data in their records as soon as it captures the
frequency!
In the example screenshot above, this would be: 55.126 Hz / A / 1 / 4 (A in the 1st octave plus 4 cents). If
somehow the program freezes up, or you do something which crashes the program, you will lose this data
if it is not written down first.
10). Remove the HRV Sensors from the Patient/Client.
* Complete HPC Clinical Assessment.
* Test Patient/Client for Brain Dominance.
* Test Patient/Client for dosage (length of session).
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11). Click the Session Select Tab. (We skip the Record Tab because we record the voice in a later
session).

12). Click the Green Musical Note Icon. (See above)
This opens a window. Select BioTone1 and click OPEN (See below).

The BioTone 1 wave file will now be loaded into the window and the Frequency Window will show
130.81 Hz. If this number does not populate automatically, type it in manually.
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It is important that if the program does not automatically populate the frequency in the frequency
window, you MUST manually type this frequency: 130.81 or the program will not work properly.

13). Click on the Blue Folder icon. This reveals the Phase Select window. You will be choosing 3 things
in this window which will determine how the Binaural Beats and Brainwave Entrainment will be
configured:
A). The Phase the patient is on. In this case it will be the Healing Phase.
B). The Patient’s/Client’s Brain Dominance (left or right). (Example: this patient is Left Brain dominant).
C). Sound Source for Binaural Beats (Sine Waves or the Bio-Tone). In this example, we choose:
HealingLeftSine (See below).
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HealingLeftSine:

14). Next, we choose which Session-- this is in the window to the right of the Blue Folder Icon. Click the
Down Arrow box to the right of this window. Since this is the first session, we will choose “Healing
Phase Delta 1” (See below).
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Once we choose this second window, the program will calculate all the octaves of the Patient’s/Client’s
Fundamental Frequency, calculate the Binaural Beats and place them properly in the left / right stereo
field based on the Brain Dominance chosen. It then chooses the two Primordial Sounds which go with
this session and populates all of these into the Master Mix Window (See below).

If we take a closer look, we can see that the program has identified that the Brainwave Entrainment for
this session is set to Delta 1, the Binaural Beats are set to 0.86 Hz, the Main Frequency for this person is
55.12 Hz and their Main Tone is A in the 1st octave + 4 cents (See below in yellow letters at bottom):
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The Main Window:
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A closer look at the main window (See previous page), shows us there are Nine Sounds listed, each with
its own Volume Adjustment Slider. All these populate with preset volume settings. The first two sounds
are titled “Left Bin Plus” and “Right Bin Minus” (See below). We see a series of Header Titles: Ear,
Tone, Tone Oct, Volume, Source and Frequency. Under “Ear” we see: the first Binaural Tone is in the
Left ear. In our example, the Patient/Client was Left brain dominant, so this is the “Plus” Tone to increase
the functioning of the less dominant right hemisphere; the Tone octave is set to Zero; the Volume Level is
set to 1.0; the Sound Source is set to Sine Wave; the Frequency is 55.55 Hz. The second Binaural Tone
goes into the Right Ear, so this is the “Minus” Binaural Tone, to decrease the overly dominant left
hemisphere; the Tone Octave is set to Zero, the Volume is set to 1.0, the Sound Source is set to Sine
Wave and the Frequency is 54.69 Hz. The goal is to synchronize hemispheres and balance hemisphere
dominance.

The two Binaural Frequencies listed: 55.55 Hz and 54.69 Hz which together equal a binaural beat of 0.86
Hz, which is the Delta 1 Brainwave State for this first session. It is listed at the top of this window under
the Binaural Beat header (shown in the screen capture on page 12).
The next five sounds are the Patient’s/Client’s Fundamental Tone (the Main Tone) in five octaves. Each
octave resonates a different body tissue density. Some octaves resonate skin, some muscle, some
ligament/tendon/disc, some bone and some fluids (blood, lymph, CSF, cellular fluid, etc). We use all of
them simultaneously for maximum response. Each octave shows its frequency to the right side. The
volume levels are set according to perceived loudness: higher frequency sounds seem much louder than
low frequency sounds, so they are adjusted accordingly.

The last sounds on the list are the two Primordial Sounds. Each is recorded in Psychoacoustic 3-D Sound
and portions are slowed so that only the subconscious mind is activated by them. The purpose is to initiate
an automatic subconscious open, safe, relaxed posture of the biologic system through subconscious
14

recognition of these sounds. Some of these sounds are nature sounds and some are NASA Space Sound
recordings from Voyager I and II and Earth orbit satellites (See below).

15). Click the Primordial Sounds Tab.

Each session uses a Psychoacoustic 3-D Ocean Sound Track. Layered on top of this basic track is one
additional Psychoacoustic 3-D Soundtrack which is different for each session. All are automatically
chosen and installed when the present session type is chosen in the Session Phase choice (See page 11). In
our example, the Session was “HealingPhaseDelta1” which populated the Primordial Sounds: “Delta 1
Birds and Rain” and the standard “3-D Ocean” (above). You can manually change which sounds are
playing by clicking the round icon of either of the two windows of the Primordial Sound Select tab and
choosing something different (See below):
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16). Click the Player Tab. (Be Aware: there will be a small warning window that pops up until you fill
in the WAV window with Patient’s/Client’s name data – this is normal function).

This window is where we begin our Bio-Tuning Sound Session and record it for the Patient/Client.
At the top we see the time set for this session at 30 minutes and 0 seconds. It defaults to 30 min 0 sec.
You can change the time to what the patient tests out for. (To change: type in the new number, then press
ENTER). To the right is a large Countdown Timer to show you how much time has elapsed in this
session. When the session is stopped the timer will fade out for 15 seconds and show a negative
countdown in red. The Volume Slider (0.0-10.0) is to adjust the overall volume of the entire mix if
necessary.
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The WAV icon button is where we set a name for the SoundOutput File for the recorded session. This
file name will appear on the Patient’s/Client’s digital player to which you transfer this recording, so they
can listen to their soundtrack every day to continue the therapy on a daily basis. It is best to name this file
so that each session appears in order in their device. Example: this session might be named: “01 Delta 1”.
Others in this series might be named: “02 Delta 2”, “03 Delta 3”, “04 Theta”, “05 Alpha”, etc. In this
way, the number in front will force the digital player to list them in order. They will then display each
recording as you have named them: Delta1, Delta 2, Delta 3, Theta, Alpha, etc. It is best to add the
Patient’s/Client’s initials as well to avoid confusion among multiple players in a family.
Example: 01 Delta 1 JDT.wav (You must add “.wav”, or your audio file will not transfer as a sound file
to the external player.
The “Play Audio” Box causes the session to play forward at real-time speed, in this case 30 min. The
“Write File” box Must be checked to also record this session for transfer to an external digital player. If
this box is not checked the 30 min session will not be recorded. Both boxes are checked by default. If a
Patient/Client were to lose their player or had a problem with one of their sound files, you can re-record
the entire 30 min session in about 2 minutes by checking the “Write File” box and Un-checking the “Play
File” box. This will “Fast Record” the whole 30-minute session in 2 minutes.
The Green Play Button and Red Stop Button are self-explanatory. The Green Play Button starts playing
/ recording the current session for the time specified. The Red Stop Button is used to manually stop a
session if desired, otherwise the session will automatically end at the time specified and automatically
fade out for 15 seconds at the end.
17). Place HRV Sensors on the Patient/Client.
18) Cover Patient/Client with a blanket. The body temperature will drop during the session.
19). Prepare Patient/Client for the Session.
* Make sure Patient/Client is comfortable.
20). Start the Bio-Tuning Session: Press the Green Play Button.
* Place headphones on yourself and listen. Make sure the sound balance is good. Change levels if
necessary, in the “Session Select” tab and listen to make sure volume levels are correct.
* Place Headphones on the Patient/Client, Adjust the audio volume of the headphones and Sound
Table/Chair to Patient/Client comfort. Place eye cover (like a soft, light bean bag) on Patient/Client.
Click the HRV Run Session Button. This will bring up the HRV Session Window and will shrink the
Bio-Tuning window to the tray. After 10-15 seconds the HR Trace will appear and the Record Button will
arm by turning red. Click the “Record” Button to begin recording the RT-HRV Session once it “arms”.
Restore the Bio-Tuning Window (by clicking the BT Icon in the Task Tray).
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21). Monitor the RT-HRV / Bio-Tuning Session. If changes to volume levels are required, go to the
“Sessions Select” Tab to make these changes with the volume sliders. If Micro-Tuning is needed, go to
the “Sweep Tab” to make changes using the up/down arrows. You must have your second set of
monitoring headphones on to hear these changes.
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22). Bio-Tuning Session Ends Automatically. Once the Bio-Tuning Session reaches its end with the
countdown timer, it will automatically fade out and stop. The counter will automatically fade out for 15
seconds at the end, then it will turn Red to indicate recording is finished. However, you must manually
stop the Heart-Rate Variability program and save the HRV session manually separately. You must
manually shrink the Bio-Tuning Window to do this so the HRV “Stop” button is revealed.
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23). Stop the RT-HRV Session.

24). Save the Session. You may have to use the drop-down window to find your current
Patient’s/Client’s name.

Congratulations….HRV Session saved successfully.
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25). Attend to Patient/Client. Remove headphones, sensors and blanket.
You can replay your Patient/Client’s session by clicking View Report, then scrolling to find their name,
then choose the current date and time. You may also choose to replay any past file saved.
Restore the Bio-Tuning Window (Click icon in bottom tray).
26). Save Patient Tab.

* Click Green Arrow button to open Drop-Down Window.
* Type in the Patient/Client’s name in the drop-down window. (Example: “Jeffrey
Thompson”). This step records all the settings, volume levels and micro-tunings for this
session.
27). Transfer Session Recording to External Device.
You need to locate where the current Session Sound File is stored. This program stores the files in the
“SoundOutputFiles” Folder. You get there by clicking the Folder Icon in the bottom tray of the computer
main screen. (See next page). Look for the name of your Patient/Client from the list of all the
Patient/Clients you have recorded there.
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The 30-minute Session Sound File you just recorded is stored in the “SoundOutputFiles” Folder. Plug the
Patient/Client’s Digital Player into your computer via its USB connector cord. Your computer will
recognize this external device. (It is best to have this external player fully charged and to have deleted all
Podcast and Music programs which are on the device at the time it is purchased. It is also good to have
created a folder, before the first session, specifically for the Patient/Client’s Bio-Tuning soundtracks.
Example: My Bio-Tuning).
Open the “SoundOutputFiles” folder. Drag and drop your Patient/Client’s session recording into the “My
Bio-Tuning” folder of the external digital player.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
NOTE: There are four separate types of data that must be saved for each patient and four separate places
where they are stored:
a). Mixdown of the 30-minute recording of their session. ---- (“Sound Output Files” folder).
b). Parameter Settings for the Patient’s/Client’s session (Volume settings, etc) ----(“Patient Files”
folder).
c). Patient’s/Client’s Voice Recording singing their Tone. ---- (“VoiceRecording” folder).
d). HRV Session Save data. (Saved in the HRV internal program files).
The file folders below are accessed via the Dr Thompson Biotuning folder (which is near the
SoundOutputFiles folder). However, there is no need to access these other folders, there is only a need to
access the SoundOutputFiles folder to drag and drop the Patient/Client’s 30-minute sound recording to
the external digital player device.
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28). Review the RT-HRV Session Results with the Patient/Client.
* Click “View Report” Button on RT-HRV Screen
* Find Patient’s/Client’s name on the list in the drop window and choose it.
* Click “OK”. This pops up their RT-HRV Session Window.
* Click the “Forward” Button at the bottom of the window to advance the session data forward.
(NOTE: Clicking any of the display windows of the HRV will highlight that window in white and
animate the contents of that window, except the upper right scatterplot display).
29). Close the Bio-Tuning Program.
* Restore the Bio-Tuning Program Window. (Click the speaker icon in the task tray).
* Click the Upper Right “X” symbol of the green Bio-Tuning Window to close the program.
** DO NOT click the “X” of the HRV program window.
Closing the Bio-Tuning window closes both the Bio-Tuning and the HRV automatically and closes all
down properly.

Note: Closing the HRV window with the “x” will cause an error in the HRV program. It will display an
error window that it cannot locate the interface box with the wrist pads.
To fix this: unplug the HRV from the USB Port and plug it back in again, but best NEVER close the
HRV program by itself. Always close the Bio-Tuning Program as noted above.
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SECTION 2: ALL OTHER BIO-TUNING SESSIONS.
1). Click the Patient Tab. Click the Person Icon. This opens your Patient’s File Folder with all your
Patient/Client’s names from all your previous sessions. Choose your present Patient/Client from this list.

This will populate all three windows with patient data: your Patient’s/Client’s file folder name, your
Patient’s/Client’s name and your Patient’s/Client’s last session type. (See below).

2). Check the Sweep Control Tab to make sure the Patient’s/Client’s Fundamental Frequency populated
properly.
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3). Click the Session Select Tab

4). Click the Green Arrow Icon which moves your Patient’s/Client’s previous session automatically
(Biotone1 – 130.81 – 250 in the three windows at the top). Make sure the Frequency Window shows
130.81: type it in manually if necessary.
5). Click on the Blue Folder icon. This reveals the Phase Select window (See below). Your one choice
here will be choosing 3 things at once in this window which will determine how the Binaural Beats,
Brainwave Entrainment and Brain Hemisphere Dominance will be configured:
a). The Phase the patient is in. In this case it will be the Healing Phase. (Choices are: Healing Phase,
Integration Phase and Expansion Phase). For this example: Healing Phase.
b). Patient’s/Client’s Brain Dominance (left or right). In this example, the patient is Left Brain
Dominant.
c). Sound source for the Binaural Beats. (Choices are: Sine Waves or BioTone1). In this example, we are
choosing Sine Waves.
Our Choice then is: “HEALINGLEFTSINE” (Healing Phase, Left Hemisphere Dominant, Sine Wave).
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6). Next, we choose the Session in the Right Window. For this example, we pretend this is the third BioTuning Session, so we would choose the third session down on the list: HealingPhaseDelta3.

Once we choose a Phase in this second window, the program will calculate all the octaves of the
Patient’s/Client’s Fundamental Tone, calculate the Binaural Beats and place them properly in the left /
right stereo fields based on the Brain Dominance chosen and choose the two Primordial Sounds which go
with this session. All is populated into the Master Mix Window automatically (See below).
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If we take a closer look, we can see that the program has identified that the Brainwave Entrainment for
this session is set to Delta 3, the Binaural Beats are set to 3.45 Hz, the Main Frequency for this person is
55.13 Hz and the Main Tone is A in the 1st octave + 4 cents. (See below):
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NOTE: A person’s Fundamental Tone is actually the keyboard notation (for instance A+4 above) not so
much the Frequency (as in 55.13 Hz above). This is because the Law of Octaves shows that any octave of
the Fundamental Tone will work. All the octaves of 55.12 Hz are all A+4 on the keyboard, but at different
octaves. 55.12 Hz is just one of many octaves that all do the job. When played through the Sound Table
or Sound Chair, various octaves of the Fundamental Tone each have a separate effect on the body’s
tissues: closest to 500 Hz targets skin. As the octaves drop down, different body tissue densities become
targeted and activated by those octaves: skin, then muscles, ligaments/tendons/discs, bones, cells and
body fluids. This is the reason we use 5 octaves of a person’s Fundamental Tone through the CNR Sound
Table/Chair…to activate all the body densities at once for the maximum Holistic effect.
Main Sessions Select Window:

A closer look at the main “Session Select” window as a whole (See above), shows us there are Nine
Sounds listed, each with its own Volume Adjustment Slider, which all populate with preset volume
settings.
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The first two sounds are titled “Left Bin Plus” and “Right Bin Minus” (See below). We see a series of
Header Titles: Ear, Tone, Tone Oct, Volume, Source and Frequency. So for the first two Binaural Beat
Tones we can see: the first Binaural Tone is in the Left Ear, this tone is the “Plus” Tone (to stimulate the
opposite hemisphere), the Tone Octave is set to Zero, the Volume Level is set to 5.0, the Sound Source of
this Tone is a Sine Wave and the Frequency of this Tone is 56.85 Hz. The second sound on the list goes
in the Right Ear, the Binaural is the Minus (to sedate the opposite hemisphere), the Tone Octave is set to
Zero, the Volume is 5.0, the Sound Source is a Sine Wave and the Frequency is 53.4 Hz. (See below).

The two Binaural Frequencies listed: 56.84 Hz and 53.4 Hz which together equal a Binaural Beat of 3.45
Hz (the difference of the two), which is the Delta 3 Binaural Beat for this first session and it is listed at
the top of this window under the Binaural Beat header on the previous page.
The next five sounds are the Patient’s/Client’s Fundamental Tone (the Main Tone) in five octaves. Each
octave resonates a different body tissue density, some octaves resonates skin, some muscle, some
ligament/tendon/disc, some bone and some fluids (blood, lymph, CSF, cellular fluid, etc). We use them
all simultaneously for maximum response. Each octave shows its frequency to the right side. The volume
levels are set according to perceived loudness: higher frequency sounds seem much louder than low
frequency sounds, so they are adjusted accordingly.

The last two sounds on the list are the two Primordial Sounds (See below). These are all recorded in
Psychoacoustic 3-D Sound and portions are slowed so that only the subconscious mind is activated by
them. The purpose is to initiate an automatic subconscious open, safe, relaxed posture of the biologic
30

system through subconscious recognition of these sounds. Some of these sounds are nature sounds and
some are NASA Space Sound recordings from Voyager I and II and Earth orbit satellites (Below).

7). Click the Primordial Sounds Tab.

Each session uses the Psychoacoustic 3-D Ocean Soundtrack. Layered on top of this basic track is one
additional Psychoacoustic 3-D Soundtrack which is different for each session, all are automatically
chosen and installed when the present session type is chosen in the Session Phase choice. The Session for
this example, the Session Phase was “HealingPhaseDelta3” which populated the Primordial Sounds with
the “Delta 3 Birds and Water” and the standard “3-D Ocean” (above). You can manually change which
sounds are playing by clicking either of the two window Planet Icons of the Primordial Sound Select tab
and choosing something different from the drop-down window (See below):
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8). Click the Player Tab.

This window is where we begin our Bio-Tuning Sound Session and record it for the patient.
At the top we see the time set for this session at 30 minutes and 0 seconds. It defaults to 30 min 0 sec.
You can change it to whatever the Patient/Client tests. To change the length of the session program, type
in a new number, then click ENTER.
To the right is a large Countdown Timer to show you how much time has elapsed in this session.
The WAV icon button is where we set a name for the Output File for the this recorded session. This is
the file name that will appear on the Patient’s/Client’s digital player that you transfer this recording to, so
they can listen to their soundtrack every day to continue the therapy on a daily basis. It is best to name
this file in a way that each session appears in order in their device. So, this session might be named: “01
Delta 1”. Others in this series might be named: “02 Delta 2”, “03 Delta 3”, “04 Theta”, “05 Alpha”, etc.
In this way, the number in front will force the digital player to list them in order and they will display
correctly as Delta1, Delta 2, Delta 3, Theta, Alpha, etc. We add the Patient’s/Client’s initials to the title as
well.
Example: 03 Delta 3 JDT.wav (You must add “.wav”, or you will not create an audio file to transfer to
the external player.)
The Volume Slider at the top is a Master Volume Adjustment for the whole mix to make it all louder or
softer. The default value will likely never be changed.
The “Play Audio” Box causes the session to play forward at real-time speed (in this case 30 min). The
“Write File” Box Must be checked to also record this session for transfer to an external digital player. If
this box is not checked the 30 min session will not be recorded. Both boxes are checked by default. If a
Patient/Client were to lose their player or had a problem with one of their sound files, you can re-record
the entire 30 min session in about 2 minutes by checking the “Write File” box and Un-checking the “Play
File” box.
The Green Play Button and Red Stop Button are self-explanatory.
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9) Prepare Patient/Client for the Session.
* Place the HRV Sensors on the Patient/Client.
* Cover Patient/Client with a blanket (Their body temperature will drop during the session).

10). Start the Bio-Tuning Session. This involves beginning the RT-HRV recording (Run Session) and
then clicking the Green Play Button of the Bio-Tuning program:
* Place headphones on yourself and listen. Make sure the sound balance is good. Change levels if
necessary, in the “Session Select” tab using the volume sliders. Check Light Glasses brightness levels.
* Place Headphones on the Patient/Client.
* Place Light Glasses on the Patient/Client.
* Adjust audio volume of the Headphones, Light Glasses and Sound Table/Chair to Patient/Client
comfort.
* Click the “Run Session” button on the HRV Program. (This will shrink the Bio-Tuning
window).

* It takes a few seconds for the HR Trace to show. When it does show, it arms the Record Button
(The button is no longer “greyed” out – See below).
* Click the “Record” Button when it is armed and turns Red. This starts recording the RT-HRV
session (See below).
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Restore the Bio-Tuning Window. (Click the Bio-Tuning icon in the task tray).
11). Monitor the RT-HRV / Bio-Tuning Session. (If changes to micro-tuning are required, go to the
Sweep tap and adjust the up down arrows for cents. If volume level changes are required, go to the
Sessions Select Tab to make these changes using the volume sliders. Listen with a second pair of monitor
headphones for these changes to be correct.

12). Bio-Tuning Session Stops Automatically. Once the Bio-Tuning Session reaches its end with the
countdown timer, it will automatically fade out and stop with a 15 second countdown timer. You must
manually stop the Heart Rate Variability program, however, and save the HRV session manually. To do
this, you must manually shrink the Bio-Tuning window to reveal the RT-HRV Stop button.
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** Stop the Session

13). Save the Session. Look for your Patient’s/Client’s name in the dropdown window to save the
session. Click YES, then OK. This session will not overwrite the previous session. It will save this session
with the current date and time.
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** Congratulations….The RT-HRV Session saved successfully.

You can replay your Patients/Clients HRV session by clicking View Report, then scrolling to find their
name, choose the current date and time or choose to replay any past date saved.
14). Attend to Patient/Client. Remove headphones, light glasses, sensors and blanket.
15). Patient Tab and Save.
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If you have made any changes to the session while it was in progress, you will want to save these changes
in this section so they are preserved for this Patient/Client’s next session. If saved, changes will load
automatically for the next session. Save changes and settings by clicking the Green Down-Pointing
Arrow. This will open a window to save the parameters of this session and overwrite the former session
file.
16). Transfer Session Recording to External Device.
You need to locate where the current Session Sound File is stored. This program stores the files in the
“Biotone Dr Thompson” Folder. You get there by clicking the folder icon in the bottom tray of the
computer main screen (See next page).
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Click the “SoundOutputFiles” Folder. This opens all the various folders where files are stored.
The 30-minute Session Sound File you just recorded is now stored in the “SoundOutputFiles” Folder.
Plug you Patient’s/Client’s Digital Player into your computer via its USB connector cord. Your computer
will recognize this external device.
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Open this “SoundOutputFiles” Folder and drag and drop your Patient/Client’s recorded .wav file into
the “My Bio-Tuning” folder of your Patient’s/Client’s external digital player. We recommend you create
a folder in the external digital player entitled “My Bio-Tuning” into which to place all the Patient/Client’s
sound files.
NOTE: There are Four separate types of data that must be saved for each patient and four separate places
where they are stored:
1). Mixdown of the 30-minute recording of their session. ---- (“Sound Output Files” folder).
2). Parameter Settings for the Patient’s/Client’s session (Volume settings, etc) ----(“PatientFiles”
folder).
3). Patient’s/Client’s Voice Recording singing their Tone. ---- (“VoiceRecording” folder).
4). HRV Session Save data. (This is saved in the HRV internal program files).
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17). Review the HRV Session Results with the Patient/Client.
* Click “View Report” Button on HRV Screen
* Find Patient’s/Client’s name on the list in the drop-down window and choose it.
* Press “OK”. This opens their HRV Session Window.
* Push the “Forward” Button at the bottom of the window to advance the session data forward.

18). Close the Bio-Tuning Program.
* Restore the Bio-Tuning Program Window. (By clicking the Bio-Tuning icon in the task tray).
* Click the Upper Right “X” symbol of the green Bio-Tuning Window to close the program.
** DO NOT click the “X” of the HRV program window. Closing the Bio-Tuning window closes
both automatically.
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SECTION 3: The VOICE RECORDING SESSION.
1). Click the Patient Tab. Click the “Person” Icon. This opens your Patient/Client’s File Folder with all
your Patient/Client’s names from all your previous sessions. Choose your present Patient/Client from this
list.

This will populate all three windows with your Patient/Client data, your Patient/Client’s file folder name,
your Patient/Client’s name and your Patient/Client’s last session information and data.
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2). Click the Sweep Control Tab to make sure the Patient’s/Client’s Fundamental Frequency data
populated properly. If not, type in the Frequency Data manually, then click the ENTER KEY. This will
populate all the windows automatically (Example below: Type in 55.126 / ENTER and everything else
populates automatically: A / 1 / 4). You can also manually enter any note, octave or cents if microtuning, by clicking the related up/down arrow buttons.

3). Click the Record Tab.

4). Click the Green Musical Note Icon button. (See next page). This opens the “Voice Recording” File
Folder, type in your Patient/Client’s file name here. This is where their voice recording will be stored
under their name (in the Voice Recording folder). (Example: Jeffrey Thompson).
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Next, click the Green Arrow Button. This populates the window with your Patient/Client’s Fundamental
Tone from your previous session. In the example above, the Patient/Client’s Fundamental Frequency is
55.126 Hz, the Tone is A in the 1st Octave, Plus 4 cents.
Note: You can type in any Frequency / Enter and it will recalibrate the other boxes. If you change the
note, the octave or the cents with the small up/down arrows associated with each section, all will be
synchronized together.
** Make sure your 3-D microphones are plugged into the USB interface and laptop in preparation for
recording the Patient/Client’s voice.
** Place 3-D microphones on the Patient/Client. NOTE: Either the Left or Right microphone is marked.
Whichever is marked, make sure that microphone goes on that ear of the Patient/Client.
Click the Green Play Button to play a sample of the Patient’s/Client’s Fundamental Tone so they will
know what note to sing. Adjust the octave of the Fundamental Tone with the mini-up/down arrows so the
reference tone you play is in an octave the Patient/Client can sing. The Patient/Client may need to listen
to this tone with headphones unless you have reference speakers attached to your laptop.
Play the reference tone, turn it off, have Patient/Client sing that note with a steady tone (no vibrato in
their voice) for the length of a big breath –with an “Ahhh” sound. Listen carefully for their voice to get
steady and click the record button (The Green Microphone Icon).
Stop the recording before they stop singing (Click the Red Microphone button to stop). The idea is to
catch a good, steady section of their voice in mid-singing. The program is looking for a nice 5-6 sec
section of smooth singing. The program starts about 1 second into the recording to process the voice loop
properly.
Once you click the Red Stop Icon, the program will automatically search for the best section of the voice
recording and then loop that section perfectly. If it sounds bad, re-record the voice again.
Press the Blue Circle “?” Icon (Orange arrow next page). This will do a spectral analysis of the
recording and will show the note the Patient/Client actually sang in Hz in the window to the right of the
Blue “?” Button. This will then populate the next window to the right with all the first 5 harmonics of the
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voice print (See below). In the example, the Patient/Client sang 56.861 Hz and was trying to sing 55.126
Hz.

Clicking the white window will drop down a display of the first 5 Harmonics. It is likely that you may
need to choose the frequency which is closest to the note they were trying to sing. Once this is chosen, the
program will automatically calculate the difference between the Patient/Client’s Fundamental Tone and
the note they actually sang and Re-Tune their voice recording to match the correct frequency. The voice is
then automatically re-tuned to match the Fundamental Tone. With this program, the Patient/Client does
not have to have perfect pitch in order to sing the right note, the program re-tunes it perfectly.

NOTE: You can use the slider bar or arrows to reveal another 5 Harmonics to choose from.
5). Click “Sessions Select” Tab. Enter the current correct Phase for this session (Healing Phase, etc).
* Open the Dropdown Window to the right of the Blue Folder Icon. (See below)
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* Choose “HealingPhaseDelta2” for this second session. This populates all the frequencies into
their proper places, automatically calculates the Binaural Beats and also chooses the correct Primordial
Sounds as well.
* Click the Green Arrow Icon at the far left to transfer the voice recording into the Green Musical
Icon Window. You should see the Patient’s/Client’s name there and the frequency they sang in the
frequency window to the right. The Volume Slider here controls the 5 octave sliders of the voice to adjust
the voice octaves in the total mix louder or softer if necessary, since the default volumes are set for
BioTone 1.

6). Click the Primordial Sound Tab. Just to check that these populated properly or change if you want.
NOTE: The second session has 3-D Ocean / 3-D ocean, this is normal.

7). Click the Player Tab.
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This window is where we begin our Bio-Tuning Sound Session and record it for the Patient/Client.
At the top we see the time set for this session at 30 minutes and 2 seconds. It defaults to 30 min 0 sec.
You can change the time to whatever the Patient/Client tested for. To change: type in the new number,
then: click ENTER.
To the right is a large Countdown Timer to show you how much time has elapsed in this session.
The WAV icon button is where we set a name for the Output File for the recorded session. This is the
file name that will appear on the Patient/Client’s digital player to where you will transfer this recording.
They should listen to their soundtrack every day to continue the therapy on a daily basis. It is best to name
this file in a way that each session appears in order in their device…so this session might be named: “01
Delta 1”. Others in this series might be named: “02 Delta 2”, “03 Delta 3”, “04 Theta”, “05 Alpha”, etc.
The number in front will force the digital player to list the Sound Files in order. Then list the
Patients/Clients initials as part of the title, followed by “.wav”.
Example: 02 Delta 2 JDT.wav (You must add “.wav”, or your audio file will not transfer as a sound file
to the external player).
The “Play Audio” Box causes the session to play forward at real-time speed (in this case 30 minutes).
The “Write File” Box must be checked to also record this session for transfer to an external digital
player. If the “Write File” box is not checked the 30 min session will not be recorded. Both boxes are
checked by default. If a Patient/Client were to lose their player or had a problem with one of their sound
files, you can re-record the entire 30 min session in about 2 minutes by checking the “Write File” box
and Un-checking the “Play File” box. This creates a quick digital mix of the session.
The Green Play Button and Red Stop Button are self-explanatory.
The Volume Slider adjusts the entire overall soundtrack volume to be louder or softer as needed if
necessary. The default setting is usually always fine.
8). Prepare Patient/Client for Session.
* Place HRV Sensors on the Patient/Client.
* Cover Patient/Client with a blanket (Their body temperature will drop during the session).
9). Start the Bio-Tuning Session. This involves beginning the RT-HRV recording (Run Session) and
then clicking the Green Play Button of the Bio-Tuning program:
* Place headphones on yourself and listen. Make sure the sound balance is good. Change levels if
necessary, in the “Session Select” tab. Check brightness of the Light Glasses.
* Place Headphones on the Patient/Client. Place Light Glasses on the Patient/Client. (This will be
the first time we use the Light Glasses since we now have their voice recorded). Patient/Client’s eyes
must be closed.
* Adjust audio volume of the Headphones, Light Glasses and Sound Table/Chair to Patient/Client
comfort.
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* Click the “Run Session” button on the RT-HRV Program. (This will shrink the Bio-Tuning
window).

* It takes a few seconds for the HR Trace to show. When the HR trace shows, it arms the Record
Button (The button is no longer “greyed” out and turns Red – See below.).
session.

* Click the “Record” Button when it is armed and turns Red….this starts recording the HRV
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10) Restore the Bio-Tuning Window. (Click the Bio-Tuning icon in the task tray).
11). Monitor the RT-HRV / Bio-Tuning Session. If changes in micro-tuning are required, go to the
“Sweep” Tab to make these changes. For Volume level changes, go to the “Session Select” tab, make
changes to the relative volume level sliders there.

12). Bio-Tuning Session Stops Automatically. Once the Bio-Tuning Session reaches its end with the
countdown timer, it will automatically fade out and stop (with a 15 sec fade out), then the timer readout
will turn Red to show recording has stopped.
However, you must manually stop the Heart Rate Variability program and save the HRV session
manually. You must shrink the Bio-Tuning window first to reveal the Stop Button of the HRV program.
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*Stop the Session

13). Save the Session. Use the drop-down window to find your current Patient’s/Client’s name. Click
YES, then OK. This session will not overwrite the previous session. It will save this session with the
current date and time.

** Congratulations….RT-HRV Session saved successfully.
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You can replay your Patient/Client’s session by clicking “View Report”. Scroll to find their name, then
choose the current date. You may replay any past session previously saved.

14). Attend to Patient/Client. Remove headphones, sensors and blanket.
15). Restore the Bio-Tuning Window by clicking the speaker icon in the task tray.
16). Click the Save Patient Tab.

Click the Green Arrow Button to save this session and all its settings and parameters.
The file you generate here contains all of the parameters specific to this Patient/Client’s session. This
includes Patient/Client name, cross-over frequency, the selected session, any changes to volume levels,
micro-tuning changes and Primordial Sounds. It also contains the name of the Voice Recording file.
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17). Transfer Session Recording to External Device.
Touch the Folder Icon in the task tray at the bottom of the computer screen.

Click the “SoundOutputFiles” Folder. This opens all the various folders where files are stored.
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The 30-minute Session Sound File you just recorded is stored in the “SoundOutputFiles” Folder. Plug
your Patient/Client’s Digital Player into your computer via its USB connector cord. Your computer will
recognize this external device.
Open this “SoundOutputFiles” Folder and drag and drop your Patient/Client’s Session recording file into
the “My Bio-Tuning” folder of your Patient’s/Client’s external digital player.
NOTE: There are four separate types of data that must be saved for each patient and four separate
places where they are stored:
a). Mixdown of the 30 minute recording of their session. ---- (“Sound Output Files” folder).
b). Parameter Settings for the Patient’s/Client’s session (volume settings, etc) ----(“PatientFiles”
folder).
c). Patient’s/Client’s Voice Recording singing their Tone. ---- (“VoiceRecording” folder).
d). HRV Session Save data. (This is saved in the HRV internal program files).

18). Review the HRV Session Results with the Patient/Client.
* Click “View Report” Button on HRV Screen
* Find Patient’s/Client’s name on the list in the drop window and choose it.
* Press “OK”. This pops up their HRV Session Window.
* Push the “Forward” Button at the bottom of the window to advance the session data forward.
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19). Close the Bio-Tuning Program.
* Restore the Bio-Tuning Program Window. (Click the speaker icon in the task tray).
* Click the Upper Right “X” symbol of the green Bio-Tuning Window to close the program.
** DO NOT click the “X” of the HRV program window. Closing the Bio-Tuning window closes
both programs automatically.
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SECTION 4: BIO-TUNING SESSIONS after Voice is Recorded.
1). Click the Patient Tab. Click the Person Icon. This opens your Patient’s File Folder with all your
Patient/Client’s names from all your previous sessions. Choose your present Patient/Client from this list.

This will populate all three windows with patient data: your Patient’s/Client’s file folder name, your
Patient’s/Client’s name and your Patient’s/Client’s last session type. (See below).

2). Check the Sweep Control Tab to make sure the Patient’s/Client’s Fundamental Frequency populated
properly.
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3). Click the Session Select Tab

4). Click the Green Arrow Icon which moves your Patient’s/Client’s previous Voice Recording of their
Tone into the window from the Voice Recording file automatically. (You can also use the Bio-Tone 1
sound instead of their voice by clicking the Green Musical Note Icon and choosing “Bio-Tone 1”
instead).
(Note: if you use Bio-Tone 1, make sure you type in 130.813 in the frequency window).
5). Click on the Blue Folder icon. This reveals the Phase Select window (See below). Your one choice
here will be choosing 3 things at once in this window which will determine how the Binaural Beats,
Brainwave Entrainment and Brain Hemisphere Dominance will be configured:
a). The Phase the patient is in. In this case it will be the Healing Phase. (Choices are: Healing Phase,
Integration Phase and Personal Expansion Phase). For this example: Healing Phase.
b). Patient’s/Client’s Brain Dominance (left or right). In this example, the patient is Left Brain
Dominant.
c). Sound source for the Binaural Beats. (Choices are: Sine Waves or BioTone1). In this example, we are
choosing Sine Waves.
Our Choice then is: “HEALINGLEFTSINE” (Healing Phase, Left Hemisphere Dominant, Sine Wave).
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6). Next we choose the Session in the Right Window. For this example, we pretend this is the third BioTuning Session, so we would choose the third session down on the list: HealingPhaseDelta3.

Once we choose a Phase in this second window, the program will calculate all the octaves of the
Patient’s/Client’s Fundamental Tone, calculate the Binaural Beats and place them properly in the left /
right stereo fields based on the Brain Dominance chosen and choose the two Primordial Sounds which go
with this session. All is populated into the Master Mix Window automatically (See below).
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If we take a closer look, we can see that the program has identified that the Brainwave Entrainment for
this session is set to Delta 3, the Binaural Beats are set to 3.45 Hz, the Main Frequency for this person is
55.13 Hz and the Main Tone is A in the 1st octave + 4 cents. (See below):
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NOTE: A person’s Fundamental Tone is actually the keyboard notation (for instance A+4 above) not so
much the Frequency (as in 55.13 Hz above). This is because the Law of Octaves shows that any octave of
the Fundamental Tone will work. All the octaves of 55.12 Hz are all A+4 on the keyboard, but at different
octaves. 55.12 Hz is just one of many octaves that all do the job. When played through the Sound Table
or Sound Chair, various octaves of the Fundamental Tone each have a separate effect on the body’s
tissues: closest to 500 Hz targets skin. As the octaves drop down, different body tissue densities become
targeted and activated by those octaves: skin, then muscles, ligaments/tendons/discs, bones, cells and
body fluids. This is the reason we use 5 octaves of a person’s Fundamental Tone through the CNR Sound
Table/Chair…to activate all the body densities at once for the maximum Holistic effect.
Main Sessions Select Window:

A closer look at the main “Session Select” window as a whole (See above), shows us there are Nine
Sounds listed, each with its own Volume Adjustment Slider, which all populate with preset volume
settings.
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The first two sounds are titled “Left Bin Plus” and “Right Bin Minus” (See below). We see a series of
Header Titles: Ear, Tone, Tone Oct, Volume, Source and Frequency. So for the first two Binaural Beat
Tones we can see: the first Binaural Tone is in the Left Ear, this tone is the “Plus” Tone (to stimulate the
opposite hemisphere), the Tone Octave is set to Zero, the Volume Level is set to 5.0, the Sound Source of
this Tone is a Sine Wave and the Frequency of this Tone is 56.85 Hz. The second sound on the list goes
in the Right Ear, the Binaural is the Minus (to sedate the opposite hemisphere), the Tone Octave is set to
Zero, the Volume is 5.0, the Sound Source is a Sine Wave and the Frequency is 53.4 Hz. (See below).

The two Binaural Frequencies listed: 56.84 Hz and 53.4 Hz which together equal a Binaural Beat of 3.45
Hz (the difference of the two), which is the Delta 3 Binaural Beat for this first session and it is listed at
the top of this window under the Binaural Beat header on the previous page.
The next five sounds are the Patient’s/Client’s Fundamental Tone (the Main Tone) in five octaves. Each
octave resonates a different body tissue density, some octaves resonates skin, some muscle, some
ligament/tendon/disc, some bone and some fluids (blood, lymph, CSF, cellular fluid, etc). We use them
all simultaneously for maximum response. Each octave shows its frequency to the right side. The volume
levels are set according to perceived loudness: higher frequency sounds seem much louder than low
frequency sounds, so they are adjusted accordingly.

The last two sounds on the list are the two Primordial Sounds (See below). These are all recorded in
Psychoacoustic 3-D Sound and portions are slowed so that only the subconscious mind is activated by
them. The purpose is to initiate an automatic subconscious open, safe, relaxed posture of the biologic
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system through subconscious recognition of these sounds. Some of these sounds are nature sounds and
some are NASA Space Sound recordings from Voyager I and II and Earth orbit satellites (Below).

7). Click the Primordial Sounds Tab.

Each session uses the Psychoacoustic 3-D Ocean Sound Track. Layered on top of this basic track is one
additional Psychoacoustic 3-D Soundtrack which is different for each session, all are automatically
chosen and installed when the present session type is chosen in the Session Phase choice. The Session for
this example, the Session Phase was “HealingPhaseDelta3” which populated the Primordial Sounds with
the “Delta 3 Birds and Water” and the standard “3-D Ocean” (above). You can manually change which
sounds are playing by clicking either of the two window Planet Icons of the Primordial Sound Select tab
and choosing something different from the drop-down window (See below):
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8). Click the Player Tab.

This window is where we begin our Bio-Tuning Sound Session and record it for the patient.
At the top we see the time set for this session at 30 minutes and 0 seconds. It defaults to 30 min 0 sec.
You can change it to whatever the Patient/Client tests. To change the length of the session program, type
in a new number, then click ENTER.
To the right is a large Countdown Timer to show you how much time has elapsed in this session.
The WAV icon button is where we set a name for the Output File for the this recorded session. This is
the file name that will appear on the Patient’s/Client’s digital player that you transfer this recording to, so
they can listen to their soundtrack every day to continue the therapy on a daily basis. It is best to name
this file in a way that each session appears in order in their device. So, this session might be named: “01
Delta 1”. Others in this series might be named: “02 Delta 2”, “03 Delta 3”, “04 Theta”, “05 Alpha”, etc.
In this way, the number in front will force the digital player to list them in order and they will display
correctly as Delta1, Delta 2, Delta 3, Theta, Alpha, etc. We add the Patient’s/Client’s initials to the title as
well.
Example: 03 Delta 3 JDT.wav (You must add “.wav”, or you will not create an audio file to transfer to
the external player.)
The Volume Slider at the top is a Master Volume Adjustment for the whole mix to make it all louder or
softer. The default value will likely never be changed.
The “Play Audio” Box causes the session to play forward at real-time speed (in this case 30 min). The
“Write File” Box Must be checked to also record this session for transfer to an external digital player. If
this box is not checked the 30 min session will not be recorded. Both boxes are checked by default. If a
Patient/Client were to lose their player or had a problem with one of their sound files, you can re-record
the entire 30 min session in about 2 minutes by checking the “Write File” box and Un-checking the “Play
File” box.
The Green Play Button and Red Stop Button are self-explanatory.
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9) Prepare Patient/Client for the Session.
* Place the HRV Sensors on the Patient/Client.
* Cover Patient/Client with a blanket (Their body temperature will drop during the session).

10). Start the Bio-Tuning Session. This involves beginning the RT-HRV recording (Run Session) and
then clicking the Green Play Button of the Bio-Tuning program:
* Place headphones on yourself and listen. Make sure the sound balance is good. Change levels if
necessary, in the “Session Select” tab using the volume sliders. Check Light Glasses brightness levels.
* Place Headphones on the Patient/Client.
* Place Light Glasses on the Patient/Client.
* Adjust audio volume of the Headphones, Light Glasses and Sound Table/Chair to Patient/Client
comfort.
* Click the “Run Session” button on the HRV Program. (This will shrink the Bio-Tuning
window).

* It takes a few seconds for the HR Trace to show. When it does show, it arms the Record Button
(The button is no longer “greyed” out – See below).
* Click the “Record” Button when it is armed and turns Red. This starts recording the RT-HRV
session (See below).
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Restore the Bio-Tuning Window. (Click the Bio-Tuning icon in the task tray).
11). Monitor the RT-HRV / Bio-Tuning Session. (If changes to micro-tuning are required, go to the
Sweep tap and adjust the up down arrows for cents. If volume level changes are required, go to the
Sessions Select Tab to make these changes using the volume sliders. Listen with a second pair of monitor
headphones for these changes to be correct.

12). Bio-Tuning Session Stops Automatically. Once the Bio-Tuning Session reaches its end with the
countdown timer, it will automatically fade out and stop with a 15 second countdown timer. You must
manually stop the Heart Rate Variability program, however, and save the HRV session manually. To do
this, you must manually shrink the Bio-Tuning window to reveal the RT-HRV Stop button.
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** Stop the Session

13). Save the Session. Look for your Patient’s/Client’s name in the dropdown window to save the
session. Click YES, then OK. This session will not overwrite the previous session. It will save this session
with the current date and time.
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** Congratulations….The RT-HRV Session saved successfully.

You can replay your Patients/Clients HRV session by clicking View Report, then scrolling to find their
name, choose the current date and time or choose to replay any past date saved.
14). Attend to Patient/Client. Remove headphones, light glasses, sensors and blanket.
15). Patient Tab and Save.
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If you have made any changes to the session while it was in progress, you will want to save these changes
in this section so they are preserved for this Patient/Client’s next session. If saved, changes will load
automatically for the next session. Save changes and settings by clicking the Green Down-Pointing
Arrow. This will open a window to save the parameters of this session and overwrite the former session
file.
16). Transfer Session Recording to External Device.
You need to locate where the current Session Sound File is stored. This program stores the files in the
“Biotone Dr Thompson” Folder. You get there by clicking the folder icon in the bottom tray of the
computer main screen (See next page).
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Click the “SoundOutputFiles” Folder. This opens all the various folders where files are stored.
The 30-minute Session Sound File you just recorded is now stored in the “SoundOutputFiles” Folder.
Plug you Patient’s/Client’s Digital Player into your computer via its USB connector cord. Your computer
will recognize this external device.
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Open this “SoundOutputFiles” Folder and drag and drop your Patient/Client’s recorded .wav file into
the “My Bio-Tuning” folder of your Patient’s/Client’s external digital player. We recommend you create
a folder in the external digital player entitled “My Bio-Tuning” into which to place all the Patient/Client’s
sound files.
NOTE: There are Four separate types of data that must be saved for each patient and four separate places
where they are stored:
1). Mixdown of the 30-minute recording of their session. ---- (“Sound Output Files” folder).
2). Parameter Settings for the Patient’s/Client’s session (Volume settings, etc) ----(“PatientFiles”
folder).
3). Patient’s/Client’s Voice Recording singing their Tone. ---- (“VoiceRecording” folder).
4). HRV Session Save data. (This is saved in the HRV internal program files).
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17). Review the HRV Session Results with the Patient/Client.
* Click “View Report” Button on HRV Screen
* Find Patient’s/Client’s name on the list in the drop-down window and choose it.
* Press “OK”. This opens their HRV Session Window.
* Push the “Forward” Button at the bottom of the window to advance the session data forward.

18). Close the Bio-Tuning Program.
* Restore the Bio-Tuning Program Window. (By clicking the Bio-Tuning icon in the task tray).
* Click the Upper Right “X” symbol of the green Bio-Tuning Window to close the program.
** DO NOT click the “X” of the HRV program window. Closing the Bio-Tuning window closes
both automatically.
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